
SASKATCHEWAN, May 6, 2021 - On April 29th , 2021 , StoreToDoor participated in

Cultivator powered by Conexus (Cultivator) START Cohort 4 Demo Day . Cultivator 's START

program is a three-month , pre-revenue tech accelerator program designed to help

founders take their minimum viable products to the next step . At the end of the program ,

companies pitch their business ideas for a chance to win prizes .

On April 29th , 13 START companies were given 3-minutes to pitch their ideas to a panel of

expert judges , including Carollynn Schafer , Director at OKGN Angel Summit ; Lynda

Brown-Ganzert , CEO at Curatio ; and Erin Blaskie , fractional CMO & Startup Marketing

Advisor . Following the conclusion of the event , StoreToDoor was selected as the winner

taking home $10 ,000 . 

"We are honoured to be selected as the winner of the Cultivator START Demo Day . I am

incredibly proud of our team and everything they have done so far ; without their efforts ,

this accomplishment would not be possible for StoreToDoor . I would also like to thank all

of the people at Cultivator for the opportunity to present StoreToDoor 's services in front of

an incredible panel and 12 other terrific Sask start-up companies ." - Scott Love ,

StoreToDoor Chief Development Officer & Co-founder . 

Cultivator Manager , Jordan McFarlen said , "There has never been a better time or place to

build a high-growth tech company . We ’ve been blown away by the quality of teams and

products being launched in this province . This was very evident from the amazing pitches

by all 13 companies at our START cohort 4 demo day . StoreToDoor is tackling a major

problem , has built a strong team , and continues to grow at a rapid pace . We ’re extremely

excited to see StoreToDoor awarded the $10k prize and look forward to accelerating their

growth!"
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ABOUT CULTIVATOR POWERED BY CONEXUS

We specialize in delivery efficiency and simplicity which allows us to enhance the delivery experience
of each retailer and their customers. StoreToDoor is a branded platform that gives retailers the ability
to offer cost-effective same-day delivery. 

Cultivator is a business incubator built to help high-growth companies launch, grow, and scale from
right here in Saskatchewan. We are Canada’s 1st Credit-Union led incubator proudly powered by
Conexus Credit Union. We believe the prairies are home to some of the world’s most resilient founders
and we’re here to support them by proving Saskatchewan is the place to be, not just a place to be from.
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